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Israeli High‐Tech
hnology In
ndustry
Israel is
i a country of limited
and
financial
natural
resource
es.
o create a ro
obust
Neverttheless, has managed to
techno
ological basse both in
n military and
comme
ercial secto
ors. From electronics and
electro
o‐optics, co
ommunications, informaation
techno
ology, safetyy & securityy, biotechno
ology
and medical
m
equipment thro
ough traditional
sectorss such as plastics and rub
bber, automo
otive
equipment, meetal, electriccal and eleectro‐mechanical equipment, Israeeli products are
ognized globaally. This is highlighted
h
b the fact that 60% of th
by
he country’s eexports are high‐
h
reco
tech
h products an
nd most of th
he traditionaal industries are based on
n advanced ttechnologiess.
The unmatched
d pool of highly
h
skilled
d workers and
a
the world‐renowneed research and
acad
demic capab
bilities that the
t country has, are two of the mo
ost importan
nt resources that
Israeel uses in ord
der to furtheer boost its high‐tech
h
cap
pabilities.
The highly advaanced academ
mic research
h platform and
a high‐tech capabilitiees that Israel has
enab
bled dozens of companies to build up
u expertise
e
in areas such ass electro‐opttics, advanced software
e
applications, naanotechnology, electron
nic warfare,
hom
meland securrity and multtiple telecom
mmunication
applications. Israael has a sign
nificant repu
utation as an
international center for reseearch and development.
Another essential ingredien
nt that Israeel’s Industryy
has is the high quality and
d profession
nalism of itss
workforce. This specific aspeect is better understood
wheen we exam
mine the Aerospace
A
and Defense
e
Indu
ustry of the country. Th
he Israeli A&
&D workforcces have operational exxperience gaained
from
m serving itss Defense Fo
orces, which explains wh
hy the Israelli engineers are close to
o the
operational userr, simply beccause they haave the prop
per experiencce and know
wledge.
Another way the Israeli authorities use in order to further boost the nation
nal technolo
ogical
basee is through Industrial co
ooperation. The
T in chargge authority for
f the realizzation of it iss the
Indu
ustrial Coopeeration Auth
hority (ICA). ICA
I aims at developing
d
n
new
marketss for high qu
uality
competittive goods and creating a framework for
bilateral or multilaateral indusstrial and trade
t
cooperattion betweeen foreign ccompanies or
o its
subsidiarries and the Israeli indusstry. Addition
nally,
ICA mentality addresses that indusstrial
cooperattion activitties, subseequent to an
industriaal cooperatio
on undertaking, are expe
ected
to be caarried out on
o a compeetitive basis and
should not
n be based
d on penaltiees, warrantie
es or
other financial guarantees.
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Israeli companies are global leaders in developing new, innovative products. They have
developed the ability to foresee market needs and devise innovative, cost‐effective software
products in a rapid and flexible way. Skilled workforce and advanced R&D capabilities has
been the key elements behind this procedure.
Kyriazis Vasileios,
Epicos Newsletter Head Editor
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DEA
AWAY INC
C. Autonom
mous, Rob
botic, Veh
hicles
Deaway Incc. is an Israeeli company that
mainly focu
uses on developing hi‐‐tech
solutions fo
or the auto
omotive market.
Company’s target is to ssave human lives
by reducingg soldiers’ prresence in battle
b
zones. Co
ompany’s Fo
ounders are
e ex‐
milittary officerss, equipped with off‐roaad experiencce, rally drivving in moto
orbikes and rally
prottotypes, foun
nders are highly skilled software
s
enggineers with
h strong physsics and robotics
know
wledge and skills. Deawaay Inc. designs and build
ds special auttomotive pro
oject. Compaany's
deveelopments in
nclude state of the art so
oftware toge
ether with un
nique mechaanical design. The
com
mpany uses itts skills and innovation spirit
s
togethe
er with clien
nt's demandss to achieve best
solu
ution. The company's teechnology iss based on 3 elementss: out of th
he box thinking,
creaativity and skkills.
Onee of the higgh‐tech prod
ducts that the
t
company produces is
Deaway Active Suspension
n (DAS). DA
AS is a Paatented (TB
BD)
hnology that features in‐hub motor with built
b
in sho
ock
tech
abso
orber. The main
m benefitss of DAS are the
t followingg:
¾ Configurrable to fit tyypes of truckks and trailerrs
¾ Saves Fuel and Emissions Hybrrid‐Hydraulicc systems can
3
of Fuel consumptio
on and 25% of
potentiaally reduce 30%
greenho
ouse gas emissions.
¾ Comforttable for drivver and load
d, two arms make iy indeependent su
uspension, raather
common
n rigid axle
¾ Getting the job donee in loosed surface such as snow and
d mud
o be installed
d at carious spots along tthe chassis. It's a
¾ Ease of integration ‐ designed to
big advaantage for tru
uck and chasssis builders..
A
inteelligence Guiding
Another applicaation that Deaway deveelops is the A.I.Core ‐ Artificial
orm. The parrtial featuress of this systeem are the fo
ollowing:
Systtem for unmaanned platfo
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Route plan
Route prediction
DGPS gu
uiding
Obstaclees Avoiding
Trace Baack
Follow the
t leader
Remote Operation
LLC (Low
w Level Control)
JAUS compatibility

e
For Further Information Visitt the Compaany’s Website
Or contact
c
Mr. Guy
G Edelist, CEO
C of DEAW
WAY Inc. at guy.edelist@
g
gmail.com
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d
also
o in house some
s
of thee next‐ what we
“ Currrently we develop
called
d‐ "gap jump
pers" means solution thaat will close the gap in some
s
cruciaal applicatio
on as fuel saving, offf road mob
bility and quick
q
deplo
oyment of fo
orces in hazaardous areass and militarry zones. …” said
Mr. Guy
G
Edelist, CEO of the Israeli co
ompany Deaaway Inc., in
n an
exclussive interview
w given to Ep
picos.
¾ Can you please tell us about th
he place off Deaway in
n the
nation
nal and interrnational market?
way inc. possitioned as technology developer of new hi tech
Deaw
autom
motive projeccts to worldw
wide manufaactures and ccontractors.
he subject and come up
p with a solu
ution in veryy quick and agile
Our approach iss to learn th
onventional industry in te
erm of qualitty, time and money.
attittude, far aheead of the co
¾ What arre the next stteps and prio
orities of the
e company?
We get ahead by creating partnerships with
w industry contractorrs, supplying them what they
nt and canno
ot develop alone. There is say of "Buyy or Make"? Means to buy technologgy or
wan
do itt yourself. Researches prroves that in
n most casess companies failed to devvelop techno
ology
thatt is OUT of th
heir main lin
ne of businesss, therefore
e its better to
o buy it from
m outside sou
urce.
Currrently we deevelop also in
n house som
me of the nexxt‐ what we called‐ "gap jumpers" means
solu
ution that wiill close the gap in somee crucial app
plication as fuel
f
saving, o
off road mobility
and quick deployyment of forrces in hazardous areas and
a military zones.
z
¾ Why som
meone should choose Deeaway to do business?
duced timelin
ne
Firstt‐ Time and money, we work in red
and budget thatt are far out of
o defence in
ndustry scale
es.
Second‐ we prrovide soluttions that you
y
don't get
g
elsewhere; we look into clients
c
needss by checking
w to improvee HIS bottom
m line of proffit, not by ho
ow
how
WE grab moneyy from him. This busineess philosophy
works very well..
¾ Is there a specific co
ountry that th
he company could poten
ntially expand
d?
m
is verry good, also
o UN activitie
es worldwide can use our solutions very
I Asssume USA market
welll.
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¾ What are the main technologies that Deaway is currently developing?
1) Under mobility we have AGP‐D1 unmanned ground vehicle, and DAS, see below.
AGP‐D1
This is revolutionary design for 5 ton class Unmanned Ground Vehicle, we solved the
major problem of large UGV's once and for all. The problem was and still there
comes from wrong attitude that attempts to guide the UGV precisely on pre‐defined
route. Guys, the problem is elsewhere, you cannot guide an unmanned vehicle in off
road terrain in 10‐cm plus minus guideline, it won't work, the terrain is changed
frequently, than when UGV goes off the designed path at 50 km/h it become total
loss. 50 km/h sounds slow, but hey‐ it's about 14 meter per second ‐ very short time
to computer controlled vehicle to take a new path or make emergency brake on
unpaved surface. A man in the loop, means someone guides the UGV in remote
control station will not solve the problem, as operator's vision is very limited, this is
NOT UAV, you cannot just let it drift 2‐3 meters sideways..
Sure you can limit the UGV to 20 km/h, but then it turn into a duck, not practice for
any operational mission.
So‐ yes, there were attempts, the FCS MULE was nice to watch until it discontinued
among other FCS vehicles. It can be assumes that IF the MULE was operational on
time as planned in 2008 or 2010, the large UGV arena was looks different today.
Basically it gives us great push to show that 5 ton UGV is achievable, now.
What we did to solve is UGV off road behaviour is simple‐but‐very creative solution.
Nevertheless it still needs guiding system, communication and all JAUS stuff, we
open to offers to join forces.
2) Quick deployment of relief systems
In military operations and hazardous zones such as earth quakes, floods, power
station failure, new clear disasters and all places you want to use technology rather
than people.
¾ What are the main technological advantages of the company?
People, not technology… Our great team comes up with the brilliant ideas that are turned
into advantages. I must say our stuff are very creative and multi talented, this say of "multi
talented" needs explanation as it buried under "talent" buzz word, "talent" describes people
as expert in one field ‐ dentist, welder, mathematician, this narrow minded attitude grows
up mass crowds of "one trick pony". When we dig back in history
we find Aristo, The Rambam, Archimedes and many more geniuses
that knew a LOT of areas and had practice in many professions that
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did not had visual connection between them, but this wide perspective knowledge provides
them skills to create inventions we use today. We take multi talented people to come up
quick with best solution.
¾ Can you please tell us a few words about Deaway Active Suspension (DAS)?
DAS
This technology is a cut from the UGV AGP D1, we took the suspension unit and re‐ design
it to use in trucks and other wheeled vehicles, I must say that DAS not limited to military and
fits civilian market too. DAS Is independent suspension with in hub motor, it rotates to both
directions in continuous motion, thus cancelled limits of odd conventional suspension, there
is special embedded shock absorbing and energy banks that charged threw regenerative
braking.
Benefits:
9 Comport ride for driver and sensitive payload such as communication equipment,
antennas etc.
9 Improve mobility in hard terrain – climbing rocks, steps, crossing mud, sand and
water obstacles.
9 Saves fuel, potentially up to 30%, even army not always calculate costs of fuel it
good to know you increase truck / combat vehicle mileage by 30%.
¾ Is Deaway currently investing in a new technology?
Local Wind power looks one of THE next things! We combine skills, knowledge and design
we did in past to create mobile‐modular wind power station, imagine 5‐6 mobile units, 100
Kw each transported via C‐130 or larger plane, than towed buy truck or hooked under CH47
to location, units connected to one generator provides 500 Kw local power station, it
provided quick deployment in places you need the power most..
¾ What are the main distinct divisions and market segments that Deaway is activated?

Off road mobility, unnamed vehicles and new energy, while it looks like different fields, it’s
definitely not. There is a fine‐line connects all of them and place our goods on the shelf in
prime position. We are looking to expand activities, by various business models that attract
and fit clients and business partners.
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Epicos “In
ndustrial Cooperati
C
ion and Offfset Projeects”
Epiccos “Industrial Cooperatiion and Offsset Projects” provides a unique
set of onlinee tools enabling the structure
e, identificcation and
hensive Offssets program
ms, through a searchable database. By
implementation of compreh
oducing diffeerent offset projects and
d ideas propo
osed by local A&D industtry it ensuress the
intro
optimum cost fo
or Prime Co
ontractors an
nd reassuress that the prriorities of lo
ocal industryy are
fullyy met…
For Further Information Presss Here
Min
ni (back‐packed) Unman
nned Air Vehicle (UAV
V) for militaary and hom
meland security
applications
m
years of experien
nce in providing
A compaany with many
innovativve surveillance solutionss using vario
ous platform
ms is
proposingg the cooperation with a local company in targgeted
country in order to provide alll necessary technology and
w in the field
d of lightweight UAV sysstem. The firrm is
know‐how
willing to
o provide all the necesssary equipm
ment as we
ell as
related operational know‐how in order for the taarget
i own UAV systems.
companyy to develop its

For Further Information Con
ntact our ICO
O Department
Mail at: g‐menexxis@epicos.ccom

Devvelopment of
o helicopter mounted advanced Hyper
H
Specttral System to be used
d on
various civil & military
m
appliications

nsing
A compaany focusing on hypeer‐spectral remote sen
technologgy is propossing the dessign and deevelopment of a
unique electro‐opticaal system to be mounted on helicop
pters
to be useed as automated cueing targeting syystem for atttack
helicopterr as well as in
n Search and
d Rescue (SaR) missions.
For Furtheer Informatio
on Contact our
o ICO Depaartment
Mail at: g‐‐menexis@e
epicos.com
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Epicos‐ Amazon
A
Tran
nsfer of Tech
hnology: Susstainable an
nd Unsustain
nable Experience from Israel, by A. Paul
Hare
e
Transfeer of Techno
ology is an important isssue in the current statte of
industriies. The autthor of this book is tyin
ng to delineaate this issu
ue by
presentting an ecleectic and diverse
d
mix of research strategiess for
understtanding the impact of desertification
n, as well ass applications for
coping with arid en
nvironmentss. Emerging from experiiences in Isrrael's
Negev Desert, the book should be of inteerest to anyy one concerned
about the effects of global environment
e
tal change. As the sub
btitle
"Sustain
nable and un
nsustainable
e experience from Israel"" suggests, some
s
learninggs are moree transferable than otheers, a challeenge reveale
ed in
many chapters
c
thatt examine trransfer beyo
ond Israel to other nations in
Africa and
a
Asia. The
T
array off research reported
r
en
ncompasses land
degrradation, gu
ully incision and desertification, draught anallysis using remote sen
nsing,
grou
und water po
ollution, paraasite populattions in rode
ent species, soil
s and dustt analysis.

Inno
ovation and the State: Political
P
Choiice and Strategies for Growth in Israael, Taiwan,, and
Irelaand, by Dan Breznitz
The 19
990s brough
ht surprisingg industrial developmeent in emerrging
economies around the
t globe. Firms
F
in countries not p
previously kn
nown
for their high‐techn
nology industries moveed to the fo
orefront in new
Information Techno
ologies (IT) by
b using diffferent busin
ness models and
carving out
o unique positions
p
in the
t global IT production networks. In
n this
book Daan Breznitz asks why eco
onomies of different countries develo
op in
differentt ways, and his answer relies
r
on his exhaustive rresearch into
o the
comparaative experiiences of Issrael, Taiwaan, and Irelaand—states that
made different cho
oices to nurture the growth of theeir IT industtries.
Anotherr goal of this book is to highlight the role of the state in economic
development. It offfers a new way of thin
nking about state‐led raapid‐
innovation‐based in
ndustrial devvelopment that
t
takes in
nto accountt the
wayys production
n and innovaation are now
w conducted globally.
src=""http://rcm.aamazon.com
<ifraame
m/e/cm?t=ep
picos‐
20&
&o=1&p=8&l==as1&asins==0300120184
4&fc1=00000
00&IS2=1&ltt1=_blank&m
m=amazon&llc1=
0000
0FF&bc1=00
00000&bg1=FFFFFF&f=ifrr" style="width:120px;height:240px;;" scrolling=
="no"
marrginwidth="0
0" marginheigght="0" fram
meborder="0
0"></iframe>>
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Epicos Newsroom
N
m
Malaysia plans to
t buy 18 Ru
ussian fighte
er jets
MOSSCOW, Novvember 15 (RIA Novossti) ‐ The Malaysian defense
d
ministry plans to
t buy 18 Russian Su‐30
0MKM fighters fit to caarry Russian‐‐Indian Brah
hMos
t Izvestia daily
d
said on
n Tuesday. The paper saiid, citing millitary
supeersonic cruisse missiles, the
sourrces, that Maalaysian Deffense Ministeer Ahmad Zaahid Hamidi plans on Tueesday to visit the
Irkut aviation pllant, produccing Su‐30MK
KI fighters fo
or India. Acccording to Izzvestia, one such
aircrraft would cost
c
Malaysiia about $50
0 million, fu
uture mainteenance inclu
uded. Duringg the
visitt, the ministeer "may sign
n a contract to buy 18 Su‐30MKM
S
m
multirole
figh
hters," the paper
p
said. The defensse minister also
a plans to
o discuss insstalling new missiles, inccluding BrahMos,
on the
t 18 Su‐30
0MKM fighters that Malaaysia received in August 2009 under the $900‐million
conttract signed
d in 2003. Malaysia's
M
m
mixed
fighte
er fleet also
o includes R
Russian MiG‐29N
Fulccrum and the U.S.‐madee F/A‐18D Hornet and F‐5
F Tiger in service. Thee Su‐30MKM
M is a
multti‐role Flanker version baased on the Su‐30MKI model
m
and features a customized avio
onics
packkage built to
o Malaysian specification
ns. Su‐familyy fighters co
onstitute thee bulk of Russsia's
arms exports.
Source: Ria Novo
osti

Panetta outliness effects of deeper
d
US defense cuts
Penttagon chief Leon Panettta has warn
ned that if Congress
C
faiils to preven
nt deep deffense
budget cuts, thee US militaryy will be lefft weaker, slower and sm
maller ‐‐ posing a dange
er to
national securityy.
Paneetta, who haas repeatedly invoked a "doomsday"" scenario in
n describing possible cuts, on
Mon
nday outlineed in more detail, for the first tim
me, the pottential effeccts of autom
matic
cutb
backs should a congressional "superccommittee" fail this mon
nth to reach a deal to reduce
the country's deeficit.
The Pentagon iss already preeparing for more
m
than $4
450 billion in
n cuts over tthe next deccade,
but political stalemate in Congress
C
cou
uld mean roughly another $600 billion in additional
redu
uctions.
In a letter to Republican seenators John
n McCain an
nd Lindsey Graham,
G
who had asked
d for
detaails of a worrst‐case scen
nario, Panettta said the deeper
d
cuts would requ
uire a 23 perrcent
redu
uction acrosss the militaryy's budget fo
or 2013.
Such
h cuts would undermine shipbuilding and othe
er constructtion, forcing the furlouggh of
civilian employeees and threaatening comb
bat readinesss, he said.
Afteer fiscal year 2013, the Peentagon wou
uld face cuts of about $100 billion a yyear, he wrote to
the two senators, known forr their hawkish views on defense.
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"Facing such large reductions, we would have to reduce the size of the military sharply,"
Panetta wrote in his latest salvo aimed at piling pressure on lawmakers to secure an
agreement that would avert the cuts.
After ten years of sweeping cuts, "we would have the smallest ground force since 1940, the
smallest number of ships since 1915, and the smallest Air Force in its history," he wrote.
If the cuts went ahead, "we would have to formulate a new security strategy that accepted
substantial risk of not meeting our defense needs."
The 23 percent cut in 2013 would render ship and military construction projects
"unexecutable ‐‐ you cannot buy three quarters of a building."
Panetta said the reduction would have a drastic impact on weapons programs, driving up
costs and leading "to reductions in quantity of one third or more."
He said the Pentagon would have to look at other draconian measures, including possibly
ending the F‐35 fighter jet program ‐‐ seen as the backbone of the future air fleet ‐‐ or
halting plans for a new long‐range bomber.
Other options would include cutting the submarine force from 14 to 10, terminating the
European missile defense project and eliminating land‐based intercontinental ballistic
missiles in the country's "triad" of nuclear forces.
Defense chiefs would have to consider other reductions such as cancelling investments in
drones ‐‐ the unmanned aircraft that have become a crucial weapon in counter‐terror
manhunts ‐‐ as well new littoral combat ships and the planned modernization of ground
combat vehicles, he wrote.
Under the deeper cuts, training for US troops would have to be scaled back and overall the
US armed forces would face delays in responding to crises or conflicts, said the letter.
Such a reduction "assumes unacceptable risk in future combat operations" and "threatens
overall operational readiness," according to the letter.
The massive defense budget currently comes to nearly $700 billion, by far the largest in the
world.
As an influential congressional Democrat and White House budget chief under former
president Bill Clinton, Panetta helped preside over major post‐Cold War defense cuts,
earning a reputation for imposing strict limits on the Pentagon.
But in his role as defense secretary, Panetta has been warning of the risks of a "hollow
force" and has lamented budget cuts after previous wars that he said went too far.
At a news conference last week, he said the potential defense reductions would create a
"paper tiger" and embolden America's enemies.
"In effect, it invites aggression," he said.
Source: 2011 AFP, Agence France‐Presse (AFP)
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India tests long‐range nuclear‐capable missile
India on Tuesday sucessfully test fired one of its longest range missiles capable of carrying a
one‐tonne nuclear warhead deep inside China, officials said.
A Defence Research and Development Organisation spokesman said the Agni‐IV missile was
launched at 9:00am (0330 GMT) from a test site in the eastern Indian state of Orissa.
"All the parameters have been met and it was a very successful test," DRDO spokesman Ravi
Gupta told AFP.
He said the nuclear‐capable, two‐stage missile which is powered by solid fuel was fired
beyond the Bay of Bengal into the Indian Ocean. Agni means fire in Sanskrit.
"Agni‐IV has a maximum range of 3,500 kilometres (2,170 miles) but this time the launch
parameter was 3,000 kilometres," the official spokesman said.
The Agni series is one of five missiles being developed by the DRDO under an Integrated
Guided Missile Development Programme launched in 1983.
Source: 2011 AFP, Agence France‐Presse (AFP)

Aviation Capital Group orders 30 Airbus A320neo
US‐based aircraft leasing company Aviation Capital Group has ordered 30 Airbus A320neo
jetliners in a deal valued at $2.7 billion, the two entities announced Tuesday.
The European manufacturer and the American firm signed the purchase agreement for the
fuel‐efficient single‐aisle jets on the third day of the Dubai Airshow.
"Faced with increasing fuel prices and tough competition, we are seeing a stronger than ever
demand from our customers for modern fuel‐efficient aircraft such as the A320neo," said
Stephen Hannahs, chief executive officer of ACG in a statement released at the signing
ceremony.
The new deal brings the total number of A320 aircraft ordered by the lessor to 98.
Airbus says the new airliner will deliver a 15 percent cut in fuel consumption thanks to latest
generation engines and large sharklet wingtip devices.
It says the reduction in fuel burn was equivalent to 1.4 million litres of fuel, which equals the
consumption of 1,000 mid‐size cars.
Source: 2011 AFP, Agence France‐Presse (AFP)
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Turkmenistan, Pakistan want to speed up gas pipeline project
ASHGABAT, November 15 (RIA Novosti) ‐ Leaders of Turkmenistan and Pakistan agreed to
join efforts to speed up the construction of a gas pipeline to India, the Turkmen TV said.
Presidents of the two states, Gurbanguly Berdymukhammedov and Asif Ali Zardari signed a
joint declaration at a meeting in Pakistan, saying the Turkmenistan‐Afghanistan‐Pakistan‐
India (TAPI) pipeline would be an important contribution "to energy security and economic
well‐being of states in the region." "The heads of states have reiterated their commitment to
the TAPI pipeline construction and... expressed readiness to boost efforts to begin and
implement the project as soon as possible," the declaration reads. The pipeline project
participants signed a final agreement in December 2010. In October 2010, Russian Deputy
Prime Minister Igor Sechin said the country's gas giant Gazprom might participate in a
consortium to build the pipeline. India suggested Gazprom join the project as one of the
suppliers along with Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan. The 1,700 kilometer pipeline
with an annual flow capacity of 30 billion cubic meters and a rough cost of $4 billion, which
was stalled by the war in Afghanistan, is supported by the Asian Bank for Development.
Source: Ria Novosti
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